Role of the carotid chemoreceptors in regulation of inspiratory onset.
We studied the effect of intermittent tidal breaths of CO2-enriched air (3-9% CO2) on the duration of expiratory time (TE) in five trained dogs, before and after (3 dogs) bilateral surgical denervation of the carotid bodies (CBD). During studies the dogs lay quietly, either awake or in nonrapid-eye-movement sleep, and breathed through a cuffed endotracheal tube inserted via a chronic tracheostomy. Studies were conducted during bilateral blockade of the cervical vagus nerves (VB), achieved by circulating cold alcohol through radiators placed around exteriorized vagal skin loops. Prior to CBD, single breaths of CO2 significantly shortened TE and thus advanced the onset of the subsequent inspiration. Further, the decrease in TE induced by the CO2 stimulus was in direct proportion to the inspired CO2 concentration. Thus 3% CO2 shortened TE by 1.82 +/- 0.93 (SD) s, and 9% CO2 by 3.44 +/- 1.53 s. Changes in TE occurred in the absence of associated changes in either tidal volume or inspiratory time. After CBD, test breaths of CO2 failed to shorten TE during VB. We conclude that the carotid bodies have the ability to mediate changes in the timing of inspiratory onset in response to a transient CO2 stimulus.